
 

 

 

 

 

 



"Mystery" 
International show of comic Quickchange by Jimmy Delp 

 
 

 

 
 
Synopsis :  
 
Jimmy Delp nicknamed The Orange Magician arrives wearing his best Orange suit, he wants 
to show us his best magic tricks contained in his suitcase but hardly he greet the public that 
his suitcase’s playing him tricks and is hiding behind a Mysterious setting. Each time Jimmy 
passes through this set to try to find the suitcase his costume change color completely. A 
completely crazy suitcase hunt where Jimmy finds himself in more hilarious outfits ; in a 
funny women’s outfit, in beachwear and even in a real skeleton. Thanks to his legendary 
catch phrase « It’s good » he still manages to keep a good face under crowd’s laughter. 
 
Bluffing, rhythmical, comic and extremely visual, this show is a success on social media with 
more than 24 million views worldwide. 
 
For all ages 
Duration : 4 minutes 
 
 



 

 

References of the artist:  
 
+ than 10 Tv shows : America’s Got Talent, Tu Si que Vales, (Italy) le Plus grand cabaret du 
monde (France) Festival Del humour (Colombia), Touche pas à mon poste, Signé Taloche, 
C’est mon choix…  
Magic Live convention à Las Vegas, Shanghai convention, Disneyland, Club Med, Festival 
d'Avignon, Parc Saint Paul, Folies Bergère, Cirque d’Amiens, Hermes, Renault, Dior, 
Mercedes...  
Tournée dans une quinzaine de pays : Afrique, Corée, Etats-Unis, Angleterre, Slovénie… 
 
Rewards won by the artist : 
 France Vice champion FFAP 2016 in magic and comedy 
 First  magic price & comedy "Arteco Production"  
First price of comic magic "Talent de scène"  
Public comedy price "Lys d'or"  
Holder of the Merlin d'or   



 
   

Benefits for the employer :  

 

Extremely visual and colored show 
Watchable until 5000 viewers  

Compact and lightweigh show, with only four suitcases, 
portative in trains and planes 

New magic, funny and surprising 

Multicultural comedy and universe 

Laugh and success guaranteed  
+ than 30 public reactions 

Strong marketing impact, 

A show that stays in mind 

Rare are the shows of quickchange with a man that 
comprehends ten costume changes in that little time. 

 
 
 
 
 
Particular needs :         
 
-    Number of persons for that act : 2(Jimmy and his assistant) 
-    For outside France shows, provide a disposable confetti canon, by gala. 
-    A black blunder roll at the entire disposition of Jimmy. 
-    At the airport provide a transportation van that can countain 5 suitcases, Jimmy and his 
assistant Stéphan.  
-    For lunches, provide vegeterian food as well as fruits and vegetables.  
-    Lights have to be precise so make sure if possible to have one hour timing before the 
show with technicians. 



 -   Jimmy uses lots of energy during his act it’s preferable to let him Off in the mornings and 
prepare technical timings and first appointments in the afternoon. 
 
 
 
Technical informations:  
 
LODGE :                                         -     For the settings of the numerous costumes the lodge has 
to be spacious and reserved exclusively for Jimmy and his technician (10m² minimum) with 
large mirrors, lightning, chairs, tables, water bottles, fruits, french electric adaptators, 
window on the outside and a large dressing.  
  
TIMING :                                    -     Duration of the show : 4 minutes                  

-     Setting of the show on stage : 3 minutes                                                           
-     Dismantling of the show on stage : 1 minute  30                                                    
-     Preparation time in slide: 2h                                                     -     
Dismantling and evacuation of the equipment :1h     
                 

LUGAGES :                                -     4 transportable luggages in planes and trains  (1 luggage of            
22 kg : L 65 cm / width 55 cm / thickness 40 cm    
                                                  - 1 luggage of 25 kg : L  100 cm /  width 55 cm / thickness 30 cm)  
1 standard luggage of 23kg 
1 standard luggage of 18kg 
 
LIGHTNING :                           
- Adapted lightning on stage producing full fire and multiple lightning ambience and lyres in 
AGAINST (a pursuit if possible). Prepare 2 showers on the right and left of the settings that’ll 
be in the center of the stage. The stage is 1meter 50cm long. 
 
 
 
SOUND :                                           
- Prepare a microphone helmet, so that Jimmy sounds his onomatopeias, the helmet’s box 
has to be the smallest possible so that Jimmy could slide it the more easily under his wig. 
 -Facade speakers adapted to the rooms heigh – stage backup- Usb Connexion- Mixing Table 
with XLR – free microphone entrance- Sound and Light technician available and qualified.  
 
 
 STAGE :                  
-   Prepare 2 stage technicians to install and uninstall Jimmy’s equipment. 
-    Minimum Dimension: 4m d'openess X 4m deep minimum                                                        -     
Slide the same heigh as the stage (min 3 m² of storage)   
Black back curtain, et 1 mendatory pendrill on the right side of the stage 
 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conduct of lights 

Pursue for all the show 

+ 

(1 half second of transition between each light) 

Lightning ambience to prepare : 

 
- Light against Fushia, Face warm white 
- Light against blue, Face cold white 
- Animation of light, really visual and colored and warm face  
- Right shower and left of the setting of 1m50 that’s in the center of the stage. 
- Ambience lights with turn signal that’ll be projected on the setting. 

 
Prepare at least 1h of light timing with the technician. Jimmy will precise the CUES the same day. 

 
 
 
 

 
Sound 

- Send the sound at half opening of the curtain. 

- Let the track until the end (Careful, there’s long silences in the track, let it till the end). 

Duration 4 min 

 
 

Thanks for your precious help, we thank you with this little game : 



 


